
كل سندويشة  عمرك تخيلت تا
شاورما مجمدة؟



Abdo Foods

Mission: 

To offer top notch-quality frozen products on a 
worldwide scale while maintaining their authentic taste.

Vision: 

To be the go-to choice for authentic tasting foods that 
are difficult to prepare at home.

Values: 

We’re committed to adding the authentic and fresh taste 
to well-known foods that everyone loves.

Story: 

In 2020, Al-Nuah for Food Manufacturing & Trading 
launched “Abdo”, a new line of frozen products, to be 
the perfect solution and a quick alternative for meals that 
are difficult to be prepare at home. Happily, Abdo has 
become a timely life solution that makes the ideal choice 
for the entire family, anywhere, anytime! 



Al-Nuah for Food Manufacturing & Trading - The only certified shawarma factory in Jordan - was founded in 2009 to 
play the role of the supporting arm for Shawarma Al-Daya'a - the largest shawarma chain in Jordan -  throughout its 
expansion phase. Al-Nuah,is mainly a manufacturing and distribution center that processes a different range of 
high-quality easy food cooking solutions for the HORECA sector as well as catering services. Al-Nuah specialises in 

chicken and beef strips, beef and chicken shawarma skewers, marinated chicken, and frozen meat products.

Who’s behind  Foods?

25 years of tasting success 

1996 2009 2013 2020

Daya’a Al-Nuah Meat Manufacturing Abdo



Why                ?

Abdo is unique for so many reasons, 
and it’s time to know more about them!

A life solution for everyone

Up to highest hygiene standards

Quality ingredients

Accessible 24/7

Affordable

Frozen foods that aren’t a compromise



Preparing your meal has never been easier!

Take Abdo’s product 
out of the freezer 

Now your meal is 
ready!

* For Abdo’s Kubbeh, put it directly in the frying pan * For Abdo’s Knafeh, put it directly in the microwave or oven for 70 seconds 

Put the product on the heated grill 
for 7 minutes or 70 seconds in the microwave 

(no need to defrost) 



Our range of products

Sandwiches & wraps:

Chicken 
Shawarma

Beef 
Shawarma

Halloumi 
Cheese

Chicken 
Fajita

Chicken 
Tikka



Appetizers: Dessert:

Coarse 
Knafeh

Soft 
Knafeh

Kubbeh



Coming soon:

Chicken Strips               Msakhan Rolls            Cheese Bureks                  Falafel Sandwich



+962 79 6 515 514

info@AlNuah.com

@abdofoodscom

Contact UsBecome a part of                  


